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We need our personal space. A place where we can concentrate in peace and 
harmony. Creating an independent and isolated area will improve the rest of the 

things that we do without interference from others. 

TUBBO creates that space: independent and transparent.
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Here to focus and enjoy.
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Terraces and open spaces will become our preferred places if they 
are well equipped. Outdoors means quality. TUBBO® designs indoor 
spaces fully integrated into outdoor landscapes.

Create magic moments.

We sell direct from factory to 
your home, making extra 
room in your budget without 
compromising quality.

���������

Completely prepared against 
harsh weather conditions, 
enjoy rain, wind and snow 
like never before.

�������������

The smart design provide a 
high quality product with an 
easy assembly, just one day.

�����������

Our polycarbonates are near 
to unbraekable, highly 
resilient to any kind of impact.


	����������
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We replace multiple cycles of construction with recyclable
space solutions that can move with you.Space for your mind.
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The World´s leading brands choose Tubbo.
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The perfect place for high-performance 
tasks and productivity. Focus with a great 
isolation and without distractions.

�	�����

More space for more possibilities. This 
size is perfect to create a personal and 
private environment to disconnect and 
relax. 

�	������

A complete outdoor living room with plenty 
of space for whatever you like. May it be a 
coworking office or a chilling room.

�	������

Our collection

We create unique spaces that are specially made for you and your needs. Our speciallist will advise you to reach all your requirements and 
expectations to provide you with your own unique outdoor room. 

A tailor-made space.
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Home working is now an increasing trend worldwide. 
Working outdoors is now a dream come true.

By creating an isolated space for discrete phone calls, 
virtual meetings and focused work, our 1 module Tubbo 
ensures a high performance and concentration. 

A personal space for you.
�	�����
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€19,900 
���	

��

€24,700 

Unfurnished

Furnished

Galvanized steel and UV-resistant polycarbonate 
Dimensions: 3,58 x 2,8 x 2,4 meters

1 module 2,4 meters. Advanced FX Lighting 
system Led RGB

Interior double socket set

Shipping & assembly included.

Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.



€19,900 
€24,700 

Unfurnished          ( 1  2  3 )

Furnished
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Sofa upholstered in cotton. Seat in pink and 
back in grey. Steel legs in black. Dimensions: 
163x78x74 cm.

Rectangular table (Dimensions: 160x90x75 cm) 
Tempered glass top. Needle-shaped legs in 
black-finish iron. Reinforced by a natural 
wood-effect steel crossbar.

Walnut wood chair with seat and backrest 
upholstered in beige polyester

1x Module (Door and Transparent Lid). Galvanized    
steel and UV-resistant polycarbonate. Dimensions: 
3,58 x 2,8 x 2,4 meters.

2,4 meters. Advance FX Ligthing system Led RGB

Interior double socket: set of 2 sockets.

1

2

3

4

5

6

( 1  2  3  4  5  6 )  
���	

��
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���
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Building materials:
Steel and UV resistant & high impact resitant Polycarbonate
Max Height 2820 mm. (111.02 in.)
Max Width 3580 mm. (140.94 in.)
Useful floor width 2800 mm. (105.51 in.)
Length per module 2060 mm. (81.10 in.)
Min total length 2490 mm. (99 in.)
Max total length NO LIMIT
Weight 105 Kg/m2 (232 lb/m2) - 295 Kg/m (lineal).
Ground independent YES
Ballast OPTIONAL
Fire resistance B-s1, d0.
UV protection guarantee 10 years
Wind resistance (reinforced) 31 m/s. = 60 Knots
Snow load resistance (standard) To be consulted.
Snow load resistance (reinforced)    475 Kg/m2 (97 lb/ft2)

1 module

€19,900 €24,700 Unfurnished Furnished

1330 kg. / 6.89 m2

Shipping & assembly included.

���	 ��
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Imagine immersing yourself in nature while you have a 
delicious breakfast with an iconic view, or enjoy a 
candle-lit dinner outdoors in midst of a snowfall. 

This is how TUBBO was born, and the most glamorous 
and exclusive hotels of the world didn’t take long to notice 
and introduce TUBBO to enrich the experience they 
could offer their guests.

Inmerse yourself.
�	������

Building materials:
Steel and UV resistant & high impact resitant Polycarbonate
Max Height 2820 mm. (111.02 in.)
Max Width 3580 mm. (140.94 in.)
Useful floor width 2800 mm. (105.51 in.)
Length per module 2060 mm. (81.10 in.)
Min total length 2490 mm. (99 in.)
Max total length NO LIMIT
Weight 105 Kg/m2 (232 lb/m2) - 295 Kg/m (lineal).
Ground independent YES
Ballast OPTIONAL
Fire resistance B-s1, d0.
UV protection guarantee 10 years
Wind resistance (reinforced) 31 m/s. = 60 Knots
Snow load resistance (standard) To be consulted.
Snow load resistance (reinforced)    475 Kg/m2 (97 lb/ft2)
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€25,300 
���	

��

€31,900 

Unfurnished

Furnished

Galvanized steel and UV-resistant polycarbonate 
Dimensions: 3,58 x 2,8 x 4,5 meters

2 modules 4,5 meters. Advanced FX Lighting 
system Led RGB

Interior double socket set

Shipping included & aseembly included.

Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.



€25,300 Unfurnished         ( 1  2  3 )
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2 Modules: 4,5 meters. Galvanized steel and 
UV-resistant polycarbonate. Dimensions: 3,58 x 
2,8 x 4,5 meters

4,5 meters Advanced FX Ligthing system Led RGB

Interior double socket: set of 4 sockets.

1

2

3

Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.

���	



IR Heating System (2000W): It is modular and 
easy to install, so it can be easily placed, 
removed or changed.

Evacuation system for Stove: It can be placed 
anywhere in the TUBBO®, as long as the 
chimney pipe is in a polycarbonate area

SUMMUM sofa 2 modules.

Velvet SUMMUM bench in tobacco color. 
Design made specifically for TUBBO

Rectangular table (Dimensions: 160x90x75 cm) 
Tempered glass top. Needle-shaped legs in 
black-finish iron. Reinforced by a natural 
wood-effect steel crossbar.

Walnut wood chair with seat and backrest 
upholstered in beige polyester.

€31,900 Furnished

4

5

6

7

8

9

( 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 )
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Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.

��
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���
���������
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Building materials:
Steel and UV resistant & high impact resitant Polycarbonate
Max Height 2820 mm. (111.02 in.)
Max Width 3580 mm. (140.94 in.)
Useful floor width 2800 mm. (105.51 in.)
Length per module 2060 mm. (81.10 in.)
Min total length 2490 mm. (99 in.)
Max total length NO LIMIT
Weight 105 Kg/m2 (232 lb/m2) - 295 Kg/m (lineal).
Ground independent YES
Ballast OPTIONAL
Fire resistance B-s1, d0.
UV protection guarantee 10 years
Wind resistance (reinforced) 31 m/s. = 60 Knots
Snow load resistance (standard) To be consulted.
Snow load resistance (reinforced)    475 Kg/m2 (97 lb/ft2)

2 modules

€25,300 €31,900 Unfurnished Furnished

2070 kg. / 12.66 m2

���	 ��

Shipping & assembly included.
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We bring the “outdoor lifestyle experience” to your home. 
A place where you can connect or disconnect, relax or 
work from home, a place to celebrate.

All this within a versatile and innovative space that will 
grant you the luxury of living a unique experience, 
everyday. 

A personal space for you.
�	������

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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€29,700 
���	

��

€37,900 

Unfurnished

Furnished

Galvanized steel and UV-resistant polycarbonate 
Dimensions: 3,58 x 2,8 x 6,6 meters

3 modules 6,6 meters. Advanced FX Ligthing 
system Led RGB

Interior double socket set

Shipping included

Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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€29,700 Unfurnished         ( 1  2  3 )
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3 Modules: 4,5 meters. Galvanized steel and 
UV-resistant polycarbonate. Dimensions: 3,58 x 2,8 
x 6,6 meters.

6,6 meters Advanced FX Ligthing system Led RGB.

Interior double socket: set of 6 sockets.

1

2

3

Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.

���	

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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€37,900 Furnished         ( 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 )
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IR Heating System (2000W): It is modular and 
easy to install, so it can be easily placed, removed 
or changed.

Evacuation system for Stove: It can be placed 
anywhere in the TUBBO®, as long as the chimney 
pipe is in a polycarbonate area.

SUMMUM sofa 3x modules. It has armrests on one 
of it sides.

Prices are not final, they will vary depending on how you customize your Tubbo.

Velvet SUMMUM bench in tobacco color. Design 
made specifically for TUBBO.

Dining table. Solid board made of oak wood. Steel 
legs in matt black. Dimensions: 200x100x75 cm.

4 units Dining chair upholstered in beige linen. Oak 
wood structure. Detail of rivets and ring in the back. 
Dimensions: 54x60x77/46 cm.

6

7

8

8

9

10

��

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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���
���

������

������

Building materials:
Steel and UV resistant & high impact resitant Polycarbonate
Max Height 2820 mm. (111.02 in.)
Max Width 3580 mm. (140.94 in.)
Useful floor width 2800 mm. (105.51 in.)
Length per module 2060 mm. (81.10 in.)
Min total length 2490 mm. (99 in.)
Max total length NO LIMIT
Weight 105 Kg/m2 (232 lb/m2) - 295 Kg/m (lineal).
Ground independent YES
Ballast OPTIONAL
Fire resistance B-s1, d0.
UV protection guarantee 10 years
Wind resistance (reinforced) 31 m/s. = 60 Knots
Snow load resistance (standard) To be consulted.
Snow load resistance (reinforced)    475 Kg/m2 (97 lb/ft2)

3 modules

€29,700 €37,900 Unfurnished Furnished

2745 kg. / 18.42 m2

���	 ��

Shipping & assembly included.

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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A beautiful and charming access to your 
new outdoor room, the design fits 
perfectly into the arcs.

���������

Like the doors, the end lid is designed to 
close your space and optimize isolation. 

������

Close to the edge.
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Like music, we identify ourserlves with our prefered 
colors.

The versatile FX Led Lighting system create unique 
environments depending on the color sequences. The 
technology used in the control allow you to create the 
perfect theme for every moment. 

A color for each moment.
FX Led Lighting
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The most advanced invisible infrared technology. It works by waves, so it heats the floor, furniture and people, 
and provides a pleasant and noise-free heat bottom up.

A durable 25 micron anodization with increased IR housing.

Keeps your Tubbo transparent avoiding condensation inside and snow accumulation outside. It is modular and 
easy to install, so it can be easily placed, removed or changed. Each heater has an independent analog 
thermostat on the side of its arc.

Steps forward to the future.
Infrared Heater
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Install any type of stove you want (pellets, gas, wood...) 
with the Tubbo chimney pipe for stoves*. 

It can be placed anywhere in the TUBBO®, as long as 
the chimney is in a polycarbonate zone. It cannot be 
installed under an arch,

Every part of the system is provided to assemble any 
kind of stove with vertical exit tube. The tube has 80 mm 
diameter and 80 cm long.

Stay sustainable, 
stay warm.

*Stove not included.
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Slide outside the elegance.

Sliding windows

Open your space and feel the air flow with this
completely waterproof system made of 
unbreakable aerospace-grade polycarbonate.

The light weight allows a smooth, ergonomic 
and simple opening. This smart vent provides 
an automatic lock when open, without invading 
the useful space.



Flop Shadows

Sunlight control
With a smooth circle design, this 
accessory creates a comfortable and 
cozy shadow. You can either enjoy 
the sun or cover yourself to get more 
privacy.

With multiple colors available, you 
can combine them as you wish to 
creat your own ambiance.
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White Linen Chocolate Antracite Sable Rouge Ocean blue



Peak Voltage: 16A
Set-up: 2P + E
Recommended Voltage (EU): 250 V AC
Indoor / Outdoor
Protection: IP55

�������������

Completely integrated into your new outdoor room, 
provides easy access to electricy and wifi devices.

Previously tested to guarantee the maximum safety 
against rain and harsh weather conditions. 

������������������������

Your smart connections.
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Specially designed and selected for TUBBO®, this furniture completes and beautify 
your ourdoor experiences.

Furniture designed for you.

����������

 ����������

��������
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�����������

�����������
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����������� �����������
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Tubbo is a modular structure made of the 
highest quality materials.

Augmented comfort.

2. 3.

1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Works by waves, so it heats the floor, 
furniture and people, and provides a 
pleasant and noise-free heat bottom up. 

��
�������������

A complete advanced FX Led system 
with the whole range of colors, customize 
your ambiance with your own style.

�����������������������

The polycarbonate is of high-quality 
aerospace grade, made with the same 
material as airplane windows.

���������������

Optimizing the whole design and the 
space, comfort and relax with the padded 
side bench. 

�������

A resistant cover to close the capsule, 
keeping the warmth and comfort inside.

��������
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Basic accessories

With the possibility to open from both 
sides, you can use it as a single or 
double door.

����������������

Specially designed for keeping the 
temperature inside, this floor is elevated 
from the ground to provide natural 
ventilation.

���������������

Created to provide the beautiful design of 
Tubbo. These arcs support the slides of 
polycarbonates for the best outdoor 
experience.

���������������������

The ultimate outdoor room to experience 
and enjoy magic moments.

	������
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Let us take care of the heavy lifting. The installation and dismantle of TUBBO® is quick and simple, just one 
day. No construction needed.

Our expert technicians will assemble the products upon delivery and remove all packaging and debris. No 
cranes are required.

We will constantly update you with the progress and any change about your shipment status, for you to know 
where is your new outdoor living room at any time, at any moment.

White glove delivery and assembly
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10 years is long enough for even the biggest dreams to 
come true. Whatever your ambitions may be, MyTUBBO® 
we’ll be with you all the way. With quality that has been 
tested under extreme conditions. 

We can talk about quality because we really make it 
happen. Constantly evolving quality standards and 
controls accompany your TUBBO® through development, 
production and your ownership. That’s why we offer a 10 
years warranty in Europe. 

Only very few items don’t enjoy this generous offer (FX 
Lighting and Heating Systems have 2 years warranty). By 
redefining quality, we make your TUBBO® an outstanding 
experience every day.

10-Years Warranty.
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Visit our 
Galleries
Beau-Rivage Palace 

Lausanne
Schweizerhof Hotel 

Bern
Interconinental    

Davos
Giardino Mountain
The Wesin Palace 

Milan
Parkhotel Gunten
Der Sönnenberg

Tubbo has been recognized and trusted by the main top-rated hotels in Europe.
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Pricing

Price

Ideal for

Shipping & 
Assembly

Add-ons

�	����� �	������ �	�������	����� �	������ �	������

€19,900 
Unfurnished Unfurnished UnfurnishedFurnished Furnished Furnished

€24,700 €25,300 €31,900 €29,700 €37,600 

Smaller areas when you 
need to isolate yourself. 
work, phone calls, reading. 

Medium spaces, offices,  
meeting rooms, additional 
beds.

Social and larger spaces, 
all in one room for any use.

Smaller areas when you 
need to isolate yourself. 
work, phone calls, reading. 

Medium spaces, offices,  
meeting rooms, additional 
beds.

Social and larger spaces, 
all in one room for any use.

Free Free Free Free Free Free

Door & Lid
UV trated polycarbonate

FX Led ligthing RGB
Interior double socket set

IR heater
Chimney pipe for stove

SUMMUM sofa 
Velvet bench
Dining table

Dining chair x 4

Door & Lid
UV treated Polycarbonate
FX Led Ligthing Led RGB
Interior double socket set

Door & Lid
UV trated Polycarbonate

FX Led igthing RGB
Interior double socket set

IR heater
Chimney pipe for stove

SUMMUM sofa 
Velvet bench
Cristal desk

Walnut wood chair

Door & Lid
UV treated Polycarbonate
FX Led Ligthing Led RGB
Interior double socket set

Door & Lid
UV treated Polycarbonate
FX Led Ligthing Led RGB
Interior double socket set

Door & Lid
UV trated Polycarbonate

FX Led igthing RGB
Interior double socket set

IR heater
Chimney pipe for stove

Sofa upholstered
Cristal desk

Walnut wood chair

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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Pricing

Price

Ideal for

Features

�������� ���������������

Included IncludedOptional

90 cm wide door.
max. width 3,570 
max. height 2,705

Closing the room Closing the room Closing the room

2 swing doors
1 m wide

max. width 3,570 
max. height 2,705

90 cm wide door.
max. width 3,570 
max. height 2,705

Doors

For larger projects please contact our sales team.
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Pricing

Price

������������� ���	������� ����
������������� ������������� ����������

Included €1070 €595 €1725 €110 / unit

Ideal for

Features

Add-ons

Creating unique 
ambiances

Warming up the 
room

Any kind of stove Optimizing 
ventilation

Device
Connectivity

Avoiding the sun

Stove not included.
80 mm diameter 
and 80 cm long. 
Suitable for any 

type of stove with 
vertical exit.

Included

Voltage: 2000W. It 
is modular and 

easy to install, so it 
can be easily 

placed, removed or 
changed

2 years warranty

Advance FX 
Ligthing system 

Led RGB.
Remote control 

included. 
2 years warranty

Peak Voltage: 16A
Set-up: 2P + E
Recommended 
Voltage (EU): 250 
V AC
Indoor / Outdoor
Protection: IP55

Circle of high quality 
elastic fabric for a 

pleasant shade inside 
Tubbo. Washable. 

Available in 7 colours.

It is automatic and 
allows a smooth and 
ergonomic opening. 

Free locking positions 
(open/closed). It is 

completely watertight. 
151 w x 80 h cm.
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Pricing

Price

���������� ����������� ���������������������� ����������� �����������

€3,671 €668 €834 €719 €194 €141

Furniture

Features Wood chair with seat and 
backrest upholstered in 

beige polyester.

Walnut wood chair with 
seat and backrest 

upholstered in beige 
polyester.

Rectangular table 
(Dimensions: 160x90x75 
cm) Tempered glass top. 

Needle-shaped legs in 
black-finish iron. Reinforced 

by a natural wood-effect 
steel crossbar.

Velvet bench in tobacco 
color. Design made 

specifically for TUBBO.

Designed specifically for 
TUBBO. it has four moving 
parts, one with armrests on 
the side. Spare parts to be 

consulted.

Sofa upholstered in cotton. 
Seat in pink and back in 
grey. Steel legs in black. 

Dimensions: 163x78x74 cm.

��������

Dining chair upholstered in 
beige linen. Oak wood 

structure. Detail of rivets 
and ring in the back.

€218



More space for more possibilities. This 
size is perfect to create a personal and 
private environment to disconnect and 
relax. 

������
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